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This proposal is the next generation air conditioning system which 
achieve the zero  emission by the application of the solar heat.

Overview 

- promote this system to Thai government and the industry so that this system is recognized as the 
next generation standard for the tropical climate area that has rich solar energy.

- develop the methodology and the effective MRV for this system.

The study team  will

- confirm the feasibility to introduce this cooling system to SONY Technology Thailand by the 
study of the effectiveness of the energy-saving and the profitability , and draw the detailed 
design preparing for the installation of the system. 

Sponsored by NEDO under Ministory of Economy Trade and Industry JAPAN
(New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization)
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- As abundant solar energy can be obtained throughout the year thanks to the geographical feature of a 
tropical climate, Thailand is suitable for using the solar energy.

- As the Thai economy is well developed among the ASEAN countries and Thai government is also 
enthusiastic for the  energy conservation, Thailand has an adequate background of promoting this 
system.

- The key technology of this system “Next-generation Adsorption Chiller with Zeolite” was developed 
by Mayekawa MFG. Co., Ltd and Mitsubishi Plastics, Inc. with the help of NEDO, and is Japan’s 
original technology that was commercialized for the first time in the world. 

Background of Proposal
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Technical Configuration
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Next generation air conditioning system Conventional air conditioning system

【Characteristics】
＜Adsorption Chiller with Zeolite＞

・Cold water can be produced by hot water of 60-80℃ degree.
＜Energy-saving-type air treatment system＞

・The coolant adsorbs moisture for dehumidification, and then
reduce it when heated by hot water.

Possible : Zero emission of energy for cooling

【Characteristics】
・Electric power is necessary to drive the Heat-
Pump. 

・After dehumidification by super cooling , re-
heating  process is needed

Impossible : Zero emission of energy for cooling
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Technical Configuration
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Installation image on SONY Technology Thailand (Chonburi Technology Center)
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Technical Configuration
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Technical detail of Adsorption Chiller with Zeolite

The principle for work
①Producing the cold water 

by evaporating the refrigerant 
water in a vacuum chamber

②The evaporating refrigerant water 
will be captured by zeolite 
adsorbent A

③Heating the adsorbent B and removing 
the moisture which will be adsorbed.

After adsorbent A complete to adsorb 
the moisture, switching the function 
between adsorbent A and B

Ａ Adsorption           ＡHeating ＡAdsorption
Ｂ Heating Ｂ Adsorption ＢHeating

Characteristics
・It is possible to produce the cold water by exploiting the 60~80 degree water, it is relatively low 

hot water,  which is produced by the solar heat. 
・It is no need to use CFC/HFC thanks to exploiting the water as refrigerant.
・The maintenance is simple.

Heat source
・Solar heat

Producing 
the cold water
・cooling

・dehumidiation
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Technical Configuration
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Technical detail of Energy-saving-type air treatment system
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Exhaust from indoor
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Exhaust
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① ③

④

②
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The principle for work
①Dehumidification by the desiccant adsorbent
②The removing the moisture by heating 

the adsorbent by hot water
③Cooling the intake by exchanging the exhaust heat 

from indoor (low temperature).
④Supplying the cooling air into indoor.

Characteristics
・It is possible to dehumidify by exploiting the 60~80 degree water , it is relatively low hot water, which 

is produced by the solar heat.
・It is possible to reduce capacity volume of the adsorbent chiller and the cost because the cost for this   

system is cheaper than the adsorbent chiller.

Desiccant
adsorbent

Exhaust heat 
exchanging system
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Results of Analysis 
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Energy reduction effects at SONY Technology Thailand (Chonburi Technology Center)

[MWh/Year]

・Next-generation air conditioning 
system could achieve 14.9% reduction 
rate for Air-conditioning energy.

・Pay back period calculated by initial 
cost and running cost reduction is 17.8 
years.

Air-conditioning load reduction effects 

・Resurts of energy audit show that pay back period are around 6 to 8 years in some food factories where waste 
heat recovery for hot water is available.
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